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Go Navy!

Pictured here (l-r) are: LS Brian Shields, PO Domo Ryan, CPO Kieran Brennan, WO Tom Kelly and CPO
Tom Hennessey who all ran the Cork City Marathon on June 1st under three hours in relays.
Photo by: AB Davy Jones.

Actor Drops In
Actor and UN Ambassador Ralph Fiennes on a visit to Eastern
Chad in June called into Camp Ciara, Goz Beida, home of the
100 Inf Bn MINURCAT. Ralph pictured here with Sgt Andy
Brennan (99 Inf Bn) met with troops from both the 99 and the
100 Inf Bns who were in the process of a handover.
Photo by Capt D Foley.

On Tour

In June Lt Col C Harte (EO 4 W Res Bde) met up with the Gunners of the 54 Res Arty Regt,
based in Mullingar. Pictured here (l-r) are: Sgt Maj E Stenson, Comdt D Horan (OC 3 Bty),
Comdt D Cronin (2ic 54 Res Arty Regt), Lt Col C Harte, Comdt P McDunphy (OC 54 Res Arty
Regt), Capts M McCormack (OC HQ Bty) and J Duffy (QM HQ Bty). Photo by Capt J Duffy.

Lourdes Calling

This year’s Lourdes Military Pilgrimage took place in May and pictured here are the Cdt Sch
contingent with Maj Gen Dave Ashe (D COS Sp) and Brig Gen Chris Moore (A COS Sp).
Photo by Fr Robert McCabe CF.
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On The Road
The Defence Forces in May took delivery of the first batch of 80 new Mitsubishi Pajeros 4x4 vehicles. The Pajero was
selected following a tendering process for their performance, versatility and value and will eventually see some 320 vehicles put into service at home and abroad over the next four years.
Pictured at the handing over the first Pajero in McKee Bks are (l-r): Kevin Kealy (Technical Manager Mitsubishi
Ireland), Lt Col John Egan, Col Tom Rigney (D Tpt), Robert Guy (Sales Manager, Mitsubishi Ireland) and Comdt
Stephen Malone (SO D Tpt). Photo by Armn Billy Galligan.

Chad Voting
Pictured here is Cpl McCormack from
Mullingar and currently serving with the 100
Inf Bn MINURCAT, casting his postal vote
prior to the recent local and European elections. Photo by Sgt Noel O’Callaghan (100
Inf Bn MINURCAT).

Changing Of The Guard
On April 18th, 40 Inf Gp formally took over from 39 Inf Gp KFOR at a ceremony in Camp Clarke, Kosovo. Pictured here (l-r) are: Lt Col Eamon Caulfield (39
Inf Gp), Col M McMahon (D COM MNTF C) and Lt Col Des Bergin (OC 40 Inf
Gp). Photo by Comdt S Dunne (DCO 40 Inf Gp KFOR).

Fond Farewell

In May, Col Thomas Carter (CI UNTSI) retirement from the Defence Forces. Pictured
here in the Curragh Camp, DFTC (l-r) are: Mrs Ursula Carter, Col T Carter, Maj Gen
Dave Ashe, (D COS Sp), Julie and Joanna Carter. Photo by Sgt JJ Ryan (HQ DFTC)

In
Recongition
Comdt Adrian Ó Murchú (DFHQ)
recently completed a tour of duty
as Chief Analyst and Head of
Production (CJ2) in the FHQ
EUFOR Chad/CAR. On his last day
in Chad, Comdt Ó Murchú was
presented with a EUFOR commendation at a parade in FHQ (Main) in
Abéché by Deputy Force
Commander, Col Mick Gannon for
his contribution to the mission.
Comdt Ó Murchú accepted the
award also on behalf of his predecessor, Lt Col Seán Gavin who
established the FHQ’s Analysis and
Production functions at the inception of the Chad mission and did
Trojan work to establish the
Analysis Cells in Paris, N’Djamena
and in Abéché as the FHQ
deployed. Photo by Maj Carlos
Quijano (Spain).
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A combined Army, Air Corps, Naval Service and Army Reserve parade.

Top Soldier Honoured
Lt Gen Pat Nash DSM takes his last
parade in uniform
P ho t og ra ph s by Arm n B illy G a llig a n
On June 12th, Lt Gen Pat Nash DSM Operational
Commander EUFOR Chad/CAR inspected a combined
Army (plus Army Reserve), Naval Service and Air Corps at
a stand down parade in his honour, marking nearly 45 years
of dedicated service. Invited family, friends, colleagues
and former soldiers were also present at the parade in
McKee Bks as Lt Gen Nash took his last parade in uniform.
The day previous, Lt Gen Nash was awarded the
Distinguished Service Medal (with Honour) by the
Minister for Defence Mr Willie O’Dea TD for his role as
Operational Commander. This was on top of French, Polish
and Chadian honours awarded to him for commanding the
EUFOR Chad/CAR mission from October 2007-May 2009.
For more on Lt Gen Nash DSM, see this month’s
Connect and military.ie
Below: Lt Gen Nash’s medals include top (l-r): Distinguished Service
Medal (with Honour), the Officier de la Legion D’Honneur (France), the
Gold Medal of the Polish Armed Forces (Poland) and the Ordre
National Republique Du Chad (Chad). Bottom: the PDF Service Medal,
the National Peacekeeping Medal, the UNFICYP Medal, the UNIFIL
Medal, the EUMM Medal, the MINURCAT Medal and the EUFOR
Tchad/CAR Medal.

Above: Letter
from Lt Gen
Nash.

Left: Minister for
Defence, Mr
Willie O’Dea TD
present Lt Gen
Nash with his
DSM. Also pictured is Lt Gen
Dermot Earley.

Left:
Lt Gen Nash pictured with his
wife, Mrs Deirdre
Nash and his
sons, Alan and
Gary.
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Lt Gen Dermot Earley
and Mr Willie O’Dea with
three young Galwegian
men after the parade.

The Minister for Defence inspects troops accpomanied by
Comdt Ollie Dwyer (OC Recce Coy) and Lt Col Ian Hanna (OC
100 Inf Bn).

100 Inf Bn
Ministerial
Review
P ho t og ra ph s by
Arm n B illy G a llig a n
On May 14th, in a packed
Eyre Square, Galway City,
Minister for Defence Mr
Willie O’Dea TD accompanied by the Chief of Staff, Lt
Gen Dermot Earley reviewed
the 420-strong 100 Inf Bn who
have now deployed to Chad
on overseas service with
MINURCAT. The battalion’s
troops are drawn mainly from
the 4 W Bde with An Chéad
Cathlán Cois (1 Inf Bn) acting as the lead battalion.
The battalion is under the
command of Lt Col Ian
Hanna and his deputy is
Comdt Maureen O’Brien, the
first female Deputy
Commander of an overseas
unit.

Comdt Ed McDonagh (OC Bn
Sp Gp) leads his company
pass the reviewing stand.
Lt Gen Dermot Earley and Mr Willie
O’Dea wish Comdt Maureen O’Brien
all the best in her new deployment
to Chad.

Lt ?? carries the battalion colours during
the parade.

The battalion on parade.
Pictured nearest to the
camera is Air Corps
Comdt Wayne Tyrell.
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A falling plates team engaging the targets.

Taking Aim
2009 Defence Forces
Shooting Competition
P ho t og ra ph s by Arm n B illy G a llig a n
On May 13th, the best marksmen from around
the Defence Forces gathered on the rifle
range, Kilworth Camp to do battle for this
year’s top pistol, rifle, GMPG and Falling
Plates prizes. This annual shoot out was the
combination of hours of practise at unit level
as each competitor had to qualified either as
an individual or as part of a team to represent
his brigade/formation on the day.
Every soldier, sailor and airman or women
must shoot and pass their annual range practice or as detailed prior to operations at home
or overseas.
This annual competition allows the
General Staff to gauge the level of marksmanship within the Defence Forces and
equally it is an opportunity to recongise the
efforts of individuals and units in maintaining
a high level of shooting and personal safe
weapon’s handling.
Like any day on the ranges, the competition
takes a lot of preplanning with the D DFT coordinating the army of safety umpires, score
keepers, armourers, communications, medical,
transport and catering personnel who all help
to make the competition run smoothly.
Thankfully the day remained dry with the
conditions near perfect for shooting as the
competitors engaged their respective targets
in the pistol, rifle and GPMG events. As
always, the falling plates competition is a
popular crowd pleaser. In this event, a sevenman team (Team captain and six firers) with
only eight bullets per firer, must knock down
10 one foot square metal plates from the
200m firing point and against the clock.
Congratulations to the 4 Fd Arty Regt who
took this year’s Falling Plates silverware
back to Mullingar.
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Above (left): Col Joe Minogue (EO 1 S Bde) accepting the
Marksman’s Cup from Lt Gen Dermot Earley (COS).

P i s t ol
I ndiv idua l
Winner
Te a m
Winner

ARW
ARW

R i f le
I ndiv idua l
Winner
Te a m
Winner

Lt Adrian Watson

GPMG
I ndiv idua l
Winner
Te a m
Winner

Cpl Gerry Patton

Above: Pte Daly (4 Inf Bn), third place in the individual rifle,
accepting a prize from Maj Gen Pat O’Sullivan (D COS Ops).

5 Inf Bn

4 Inf Bn

Fa l l i n g P l a t e s
Winner
4 Fd Arty Regt
M a rk sm a n ’s Cup
Winner
1 S Bde
C om bine d We a pon s
Winner
4 W Bde
Above: Cpl Ollie
McNamee celebrating
his team’s win in the
falling plates.
Left: 4 Fd Arty Regt –
The winning Falling
Plates team. They are
standing (l-r): Gnr
Anthony McArdle, Gnr
Lee Galley, Cpl Alan
Kelly, Gnr Robert
Beaumont and Cpl
Ollie McNamee.
Kneeling: Cpl Gerry
Coyne and Sgt Martin
Quinn.
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1916
Remembered
P ho t og ra ph s by Arm n B illy G a llig a n
On May 6th, President Mary McAleese led
the nation in a wreath-laying ceremony at
the 1916 plot in Arbour Hill. Following
Requiem Mass co-celebrated by Cardinal
Seán Brady and Mons Eoin Thynne (HCF),
the congregation made the way the short
distance to the 1916 plot, which was lined
by a Cadet honour guard.
Top: President McAleese lays a wreath at the
1916 plot.
Right: RTÉ Defence Correspondent, Mr Joe
O’Brien.
Right: Cardinal Seán Brady accompained by
Mons Eoin Thynne (HCF) at Arbour Hill.
Below: Fr Robert McCabe CF leads the congregation to the 1916 plot with a contingent from the 2
Inf Bn lining the route.

A lonely Army Cadet stands guard at the
AN COSANTÓIR
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ow nearly six-months since the closure of Lifford
Military Post and Rockhill House, the troops of the
28 Inf Bn, now concentrated in Finner Camp,
Ballyshannon, Co Donegal are getting on with the
day-to-day business of soldiering along the border and
on overseas missions in Chad, Kosovo and Bosnia.
The closures along with Connolly Barracks,
Longford Town and Monaghan Military Barracks were
announced in the October 2008 Budget as part of the
Governments curb of public sector spending. It was
also part of the General Staff pursued policy of infrastructural rationalisation, reflecting operational
needs, maximising the value for money and minimising the cost base in relation to expenditure on security, maintenance and utilities.
In April, at a civic
The closure of Lifford and
reception in the County
Rockhill and the relocation of House, Lifford, Lt Col
Paddy McDaniels (OC 28
some 250 troops to Finner
Inf Bn), accompanied by
Camp, ended 26 years of the serving and retired battalion personnel accepted
battalion’s presence along
the ‘freedom of the county’ on behalf of his unit.
those parts of the border.
On the night, many
tributes where made to the battalion, their troops and
their families for their dedicated service and the role
they played in the ‘military, social and economic life’
in the local community over the years.
All that been said, the announcement when it came
was an initial shock to those serving in Lifford and
Photos by:
Cpl Declan Parke, Rockhill which saw the closure of two of the battalion’s permanent posts, leaving only Finner Camp.
Armn Neville
Though the thought of the barracks’ closing was
Coghlan and
always in the back of their minds, for the soldiers and
MC Photography
their families it was a major shock and there was a

N

In the 2008
budget as part of
the government’s
strategy to curb
public spending, it
was announced
that five military
installations would
close. Sgt David
Nagle reports on
the closure of
Lifford Military
Post and Rockhill
House. A special
word of thanks to
Capt Declan
Sheridan (HQ Coy
28 Inf Bn) for his
contribution to
this article.
10
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‘wake-like’ feeling on the ground. Troops felt that this
announcement was very sudden and there was a feeling of disbelief for some time. Immediately on the
announcement, the Chief of Staff, Lt Gen Dermot
Earley visited the barracks’ concerned, to speak to
the troops and explain the reason for the closures.
Like in Longford and Monaghan, family, friends, local
businesses and community groups rallied and tried to
reverse the decision to close Lifford and Rockhill.

Lifford Military Post
The gates of Lifford Post closed for the last time on
January 27th, when the 136 troops from A Coy 28 Inf
Bn marched out of the barracks following a short
closing ceremony. Brig Gen Gerry Hegarty (GOC 4 W
Bde) took the parade and he along with invited
guests, ex-soldiers, family and friends rendered honours as the Tri-colour was lowered.
Speaking to the media on the day, Brig Gerry
Hegarty said, ‘It is a day of mixed emotions. When
you think of this place being open since 1974 and all
the troops that have passed by here. It was very
important at one stage for operational reasons to
have a post out here and the people in this post did a
great job. The history of the last 35 years are in these
Border posts.
Not only did they provide troops for security of
Border areas, but also provided excellent troops overseas for operations in Lebanon, Liberia and Chad.
What we are doing in the Defence Forces, especially
in this Western Brigade, is consolidating into bigger
barracks which makes for more efficiencies but also
saves quite a bit of money.’.
With the onset of the troubles, the 28 Inf Bn was

BARRAC
CLOSUR
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Sgt D Bradley
(A Coy 28 Inf Bn)
I was on duty with in
Portlaoise Prison when I
heard the news. We got a
phone call from the duty
room in Rockhill House. It
came as a shock to me
that both posts were
closing. My daily commute to Finner Camp is
150 miles. I spent the last
fifteen years in Lifford
having already spent 10
years in Finner. Lifford
was a very small Post, so
there was a unique family
type atmosphere there
where everybody had to
get along.

Above:
Back row (l-r): Col Declan
O’Carroll (Retd), Sgt Mickey
Breslin, Cpl Joe O’Brien (ONET),
Pte Hugo Callaghan, BQMS
Séamus Thompson and Mr
Raymond Edwards (both ONET).
Seated (l-r) are: Sgt Martin Pryle
(ONET), Sgt Maj J O’Connor, Mr
Gerry Crawford (Chair Donegal
CC), Lt Col Paddy McDaniels
(OC 28 Inf Bn) and Cpl Josie
Carolan (ONET).
Right: A Coy 28 Inf Bn march out
of Lifford for the last time.
Below: The Tricolour is lowered
in Lifford Military Post.

ACK
URES

established in 1973 as part of the then governments
response to bolstering security along the border. In
seeking a permanent post in Lifford, Lt Col Eamon
Quigley (OC 28 Inf Bn) with his HQ in Finner Camp
tasked Comdt P McGonagle and Capt D O’Carroll
(then both 24 Inf Bn FCÁ) with finding a suitable
location. The old ‘Prior Endowed School’ was identified because of its central location in the town, close
to a strategic bridge along the border, which would
allow the deployment of troops to any incident at
short notice! By February 1974, following the Corps
of Engineers and Signals making the site suitable for
military use, a platoon (Two Offrs - Lts Der Cogan
and Eoin O’Sullivan, six NCOs - including Sgts
Danno Quirke and John Crawford) and 20 Ptes travelled from Rockhill to occupy the new post.
A former Protestant school it was founded by Ms
Eleanor Prior in 1880. In 1971 it amalgamated with the
Royal School, Raphoe before being taken over by the
Post and Telegraphs.
Since its occupation, the barracks was extended
in size and underwent major refurbishing and modernisation, making it a compact and modern barracks. The original Prior School building remained
untouched and was converted into a combined
NCOs/Ptes’ Mess.
Some 2,500 soldiers served in Lifford with many
settling in or close-by, becoming part of the community. From those who made a home here, many of
their sons, daughters and relatives joined the
Defence Forces over the subsequent years.
As the troops marched out, Cllr Gerry Crawford ,
Mayor of Donegal and a local Lifford man said that,
‘The soldiers will be sorely missed and this is evident from the huge turnout here today. They have
served Lifford, their county and country well. They
can hold their heads up high and leave with pride.’

Pte K Sala
(A Coy 28 Inf Bn)
I heard about the closure of
Lifford Military Post on TV
some time around late
afternoon on Budget Day.
While I was surprised at
hearing of the closures, I
was gob-smacked that both
Lifford and Rockhill were
being closed. I have served
twenty years in Lifford and
have really enjoyed my
service there. It’s a shame
that the barracks had to
close but that’s the way it
goes. My current daily commute to Finner Camp is 130
miles.
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Rockhill House

Located two miles outside Letterkenny, Rockhill
House closed the next day, January 28th with a 116
troops from B Coy 28 Inf Bn heading to Finner Camp.
Like in Lifford, a closing ceremony took place before
the troops marched out with hundreds of family,
friends and supporters cheering on.
Between 1927-30,
A former home of the gentry,
The house was used
by the Dept of
built between 1823-53, the
Education to train
Stewart family used the house teachers in the use of
up until to 1922. During the Civil the Irish language and
from then up to 1939 it
War, Anti-Treaty forces occubecame a training
centre for the
pied the house before been
Volunteers, before
evicted by Pro-Treaty forces in being permanently
through the
June 1922. The Stewarts never occupied
WWII by the 17 Inf Bn.
returned!
The Donegal area
LDF HQ was colocated in Rockhill, until after the Emergency when it
became the HQ 24 Inf Bn FCÁ.
In 1969 it was occupied by the 14 Inf Gp and
became
a Field Hospital to cater for those injured in
Below (centre and bottom):
Brig Gen Gerry Hegarty (GOC 4 the troubles. 14 Inf Gp became 3 Inf Coy Gp in
February 1972 and in August, a new company, E Coy 24
W Bde) takes the Parade and
Salutes as Comdt John Martin Inf Bn of regular troops was established in the post.
This company was absorbed into the new 28 Inf Bn
leads his troops out of Rockhill.

Sgt J Boyle
(A Coy 28 Inf Bn)
I heard about the closures when I was on
duty and seen it on the
teletext during the
Budget coverage. I was
surprised to hear about
it in this way, as I would
have expected advance
notice ahead of the general public. During my
career I have served in
all three posts of the
battalion. My current
daily commute is 100
miles. My abiding memories of Rockhill are the
tremendous characters
and friends that I met
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there. I feel that Rockhill
House in particular was
a very unique and its
impressive grounds that
had so much potential.
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in September 1973 and became B Coy 28 Inf Bn, staying in Rockhill along with HQ 24 Inf Bn FCÁ.
Most of the troops who became part of the 28 Inf
Bn were already serving in the North West (NW) having arrived in late 1969.

The sheer volume of operational commitments in ‘Aid
of the Civil Power’ (ATCP) in
the mid-70s was more
appropriate to a brigade
than a battalion, but the
unit grew in maturity and
strength in a very short
time with a strong recruiting tradition in the NW.
In support of their ATCP work, an Explosive
Ordnance Disposal team and an Air Corps helicopter
and crew became permanent attachments.
At one time the battalion Area of Operation covered all of Donegal, Sligo plus parts of Leitrim,
Roscommon, Mayo and Cavan. It was also responsible for the borderline from Muff in North Donegal to
Blacklion in Cavan - a mere 200km. Since the
Defence Forces reorganisation, this area of operation has been reduced.

The Challenge Ahead
With an entire battalion now based in Finner Camp,
the most challenging aspects for Battalion HQ has
been the logistical remit and the relatively short time
span involved. Space had to be found for storing
lockers, offices, provisions of additional shower and
toilet facilities, training rooms as well as recreational
facilities that would have to cater for an additional
250 personnel. This was a significant tasking and
planning needed to be logical, realistic and quick
with every square foot of space in the camp been justified or reallocated as required! Renovations also
took place in the Privates Mess to increase capacity
for the influx of additional personnel.
The former Air Corps hanger was converted into a
fully heated locker block and holds 260 new lockers.
Extra purpose built shower and toilet containers are
located immediately outside the existing Locker
Block. Prioritisation of office space took place and
where possible offices were amalgamated, making
more office spaces available for A and B Coys.

Despite the closures of
Lifford and Rockhill, North
Donegal has remained a
valuable training area for
the battalion with it conducting a number of exercises already.
Apart from the challenges incurred by the battalion, the soldiers formerly stationed in Lifford and
Rockhill are slowly adjusting to a change in barracks,
longer commutes, more time spent travelling and the
extra cost this brings on them and their families,
especially in the current economic climate. ■

Coy Sgt B Gallagher
(B Coy 28 Inf Bn)
I was driving home from
Rockhill when I heard on the
5pm news that both Rockhill
and Lifford would be closed
and I nearly drove off the
road. It came as a total shock
to me that both would go as
in the back of my mind I had
expected that perhaps one
may go at some stage. I first
arrived in Rockhill House in
January 1973 and marched
out in January 2009. The fondest memories I have go back
to my service in the mid-70s
during the time of the troubles in Northern Ireland. It
was a hectic time with the
constant ATCP call-outs
where camaraderie soared
and we all depended on each
other. There were some truly
amazing characters! I consider myself fortunate in that my
daily commute is a very manageable 84 mile round trip
whereas some members of B
Coy have a daily commute of
160 miles.

Cpl D McLaughlin
(B Coy 28 Inf Bn)
It was my wife that informed
me about the closures as she
had heard it from her brother
who viewed it on teletext. I
didn’t believe her at first
until I saw it for myself. I am
from Letterkenny so my daily
commute has increased from
six to 100 miles. I have
served a total of thirty years
in Rockhill and I had some
wonderful times there. My
fondest memories about the
barracks would be of the
great people that I met and
the camaraderie that existed
there.
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or the past ten years, Defence Forces personnel
have contributed to peace and stability in Kosovo as
part of Kosovo Force (KFOR). In recognition of all 33
Troop Contributing Nations (TCN) since then,
Italian Lt Gen Giuseppe E Gay (COMKFOR) hosted a
celebratory KFOR International Day on June 9th at his
headquarters in KFOR Main, Film City, Pristina. The
aim of the event was to celebrate common values
among all KFOR troops and to mark a decade of commitment in Kosovo.
Irishman Col Pat Herbert (SIO
The event involved
and HSG Comd KFOR Main) ably
each troop contingent assisted by his staff had responsibity for the overall organisation
providing a display of with dignitaries from the Kosovo
community, politicians, ambassamilitary equipment
dors and KFOR troops all present
and national culture,
for the celebration.
The Irish contingent, led by Lt
highlighting their own
Col Des Bergin (OC 40 Inf Gp) distraditions and stress- played a wide variety of weapons
ing the importance of and equipment used by Irish troops
serving with KFOR, including a
multi-nationality.
Mowag APC. The Irish EOD/IEED
team had their DURO armoured
vehicle with them and they had the HOBO L3A10
Remote Controlled Vehicle and the MED-ENG EOD9
Bomb suit and other specialist equipment on display.
A very popular traditional Irish Lamb stew was
served to everyone who visited the Irish Stand and a
few ‘hurleys’ and ‘sliotars’ were also in the vicinity to
compliment a GAA DVD, which proved a very popular
attraction.
The main event of the day was a concert, broadcast
live on Kosovo TV and included choirs, dancers, bands
and an Irish piper, Cpl Casey (40 Inf Gp) who entertained
the crowd with a number of Irish and military tunes.
In 1999, the Defence Forces supplied a Transport
Opposite page:
Right (2nd from bottom):
Company to the newly established KFOR mission in
Sgt Maj Dineen with a US sol- Kosovo. From their base in Camp Clarke, they initially
dier.
provided much needed logistical support to the other
KFOR units and as the mission developed, they paid an
Right (bottom):
increasing role in humanitarian support to the local
Cpls Brigid Ahern (left) and
population. Comdt Jim Carroll currently serving in
Jemma Donovan helping to
Kosovo as a Liaison Monitoring Team Leader was the
promote Ireland.
Right:
Lt Col Bergin welcoming visitors to the Irish stand.

F

OC 4 Tpt Coy in 2001. In total eight Transport
Companies served in Kosovo between 1999 and 2003.
The role for the Defence Forces in KFOR changed
in 2003, when 27 Inf Gp, under the command of Lt Col
Michael Finn replaced the Transport Company. This
group became fully operational under the banner of
the Finnish-Irish Battle Group. Since then, 11 Infantry
Groups have served in KFOR and along with Defence
Forces’ Officers and NCOs holding key appointments
throughout the KFOR command. Most notably of
these was Brig Gen Gerry Hegarty (currently GOC 4
W Bde) who from April 2007 to April 2008 commanded
Multi National Taskforce (Centre).

In this article, Comdt Patrick Maher
(Adjt 40 Inf Gp KFOR) gives us a report
on a recent KFOR International Day,
when Irish troops promoted both their
military wares and our culture to the
other contributing nations serving in
Kosovo.

Right:
Kildare Man Lt Col Des
Bergin Officer (OC 40 Inf Gp
KFOR) outlines to Lt Gen Gay
(COMKFOR) the intricacies of
hurling under the supervision
of former Limerick County
Hurler Col Pat Herbert (right).
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KFOR

In April, 40 Inf Gp with the majority of troops coming from the 1 S Bde, deployed to Kosovo with 168
personnel out of 239-strong contingent on their first
tour.
Kosovo Force today has over 14,000 troops in
Kosovo helping to maintain a safe and secure environment and freedom of movement for the 2.1 million
citizens. There is a planned troop reduction of 11,500
to 2,500 over the next two years and how this will
effect our involvement remains to be seen, but the
presence of the Defence Forces in Kosovo has and
will continue to have a lasting impact on peace and
progress in the region.■
Right: Pte Tommy Collins looks on in
amazement at the natural hurling
skills of Lt Rost from Germany.

‘Your personal sacrifices,
great and small, have
provided the basis for all
the efforts to build
democratic institutions
and to launch Kosovo’s
communities on the path
of lasting peace and
progress’
From a recent address to KFOR troop by Mr
Mamerto Zannier (UN SRSG in KFOR.
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x Capstone 2009, conducted from June 1st to the
4th was the final exercise following a three-week
Armoured Personnel Carrier Commander’s course.
The 33 Army lieutenants, joined by two Austrians, a
Cypriot and an army captain, were coming to the end
of their five-month Platoon Commander’s Peace
Support Course (PCPSC) conducted by the Infantry
School, Military College.
Capstone is designed to give students some practical command experience with a mechanised infantry
(wheeled) unit - their APC crews, dismountable troops
and the Combat Service Support (CSS) elements in a
96-hour high tempo, intensive exercise.
The serials included; Company in Attack, OP
Tasking, Snatch Operations, Patrolling, Vital
Installation (VI) security, Crowd Riot Control (CRC)
and all the logistical elements required to keep a
mechanised infantry unit operational.
The origins of Ex Capstone and can be traced
back to 2006 when the PCPSC was conceived and it
has been refined since it’s inception with vital ‘lessons learned’ incorporated, based on our APC operations in Kosovo, Liberia, Lebanon and Chad.
A key tasking throughout Capstone was the correct
management of the APC fleet and crews. They were
constantly on the go and the students had to ensure
the crews got enough rest so they could safely conduct each serial. Crew fatigue, if not managed properly can deny commanders of these vital APCs and
crews when most needed and can compromise a unit’s
mission. At all times, qualified instructors and an APC
Captain (Fleet Manager and Advisor) were available
to guide the students.
The pitfalls associated with the movement of 250
troops, 17 Mowag APCs, nine trucks and eight Nissan
Patrols are immense with a considerable amount of
flexibility, initiative and teamwork required by all students when planning their assigned command
appointments. (Each student completed three appointments from Section Commander to Company 2i/c during Capstone).
In order to impress upon the students the vast distances that a mechanised infantry unit could cover,
they passed through 19 counties during the exercise

E

Comdt Mark
Brownen (OC B Coy
DFTC) gives us an
after action report
on a recent exercise designed to
test junior commanders in the
control and deployment of mechanised infantry.
16
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The company in convoy.

dealing with a variety of scenarios in counties Mayo,
Roscommon, Westmeath, Cork and Kildare.
Also the logistical and operational footprint
involved with such a highly mobile unit is a lot larger
than a typical infantry (foot) unit and this throws
other problems at the commanders, often at a much
faster pace! Many students found out whilst navigating, after missing a road junction, they had to find a
solution on how to turn around an APC column all
stuck in a cul de sac!
Another important factor that was driven home
was the correct calculation of fuel and the co-ordination of re-supply due to the long distances travelled.
Joining the Irish students were two Austrian Army
Cadets, both former NCOs with experience operating
the ULAN Infantry Fighting Vehicles and a Cypriot
Officer, who was a Mechanised Company
Commander. Their perspective on mechanised
infantry and Tactical and Technical Procedures were
in keeping with the APC doctrine taught by B Coy.
Ex Capstone kicked off on bank holiday Monday,
June 1st with the exercising troops and students
assembling in the B Coy Compound, DFTC. Orders,
briefings, rehearsals and APC outfitting took place
before Capt Keith Murphy (Company Commander
throughout the exercise) was tasked by ‘Exercise
Control’ to move his company out by 1800hrs to a
Holding Up Area near the Ox Mountains, North
Mayo.
From here the company conducted offensive
operations and neutralised a group of heavily armed

A soldiers signals the
route ahead.
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A recovery crew pull a Mowag APC
out of a ditch.

separatists, intent on destabilising the area and interfering
with the work of the recently
deployed EU Force.Throughout
Capstone, tried and tested
‘Rules of Engagement’ were
applied similar to the ones
operated by our troops in our
recent EUFOR mission in Chad.
As part of his plan, Capt
Murphy deployed two Recce
teams by Air Corps helicopter
just south east of Ballina with
the task of locating the enemy,
making a detailed map of the
area prior to a ‘company in
attack’ at night on the enemy
position.
The company in convoy left
the DFTC at 1800hrs and arrived in the Ox Mountains
by 2330hrs. Following a series of recces, the Company
Commander put his initial moves in place. This was,
however, not to go as smoothly as planned and as
with all mechanised operations, vehicles bogged
down and this began to affect the mission’s timings.
The flexibility factor was invoked and cross loading of troops and the company recovery group sprung
into action and ensured that the attack took place,
albeit following a short delay.
Just before dawn on June 2nd, Capt Murphy led
his company in a successful assault and with the
enemy neutralised, the company was then tasked
with securing the EU Force’s Main Supply Route.
Following this clearance operation, the company
conducting a ‘battlefield replen’ in order to prepare
for the next tasking. The replen (replenishment) is a
tasking to refuel, replace and stock-up on fuel, water,
batteries, ammunition, carry out essential repairs and
conduct some company ‘admin in the field’ - medical,
feeding and rest of the crews and troops.
After selecting a suitable area with an over watch
security detail deployed, the Company’s CSS elements commenced the replen with each of the three
platoons (two infantry and one weapons), their APCs
and crews taking on stores. It was also an opportunity
for the attached CIS, Ordnance, and fitters to resolve
any vehicle/equipment maintenance issues.

The Austrian cadets busy at work in
the Mowag Command APC.

Due to terrain restrictions, the company was positioned over seven kilometres and the replen was
coordinated via radio by the student Company 2i/c
and CQMS.
Following the replen, Capt Murphy issued orders
over the radio for a move to Knock airport for a VI
Security operation. On arrival at 2100hrs on June 2nd,
the company conducted patrols of the airport and
secured the radar site. They also conducted CRC
operations, preventing civilian protesters from gaining entry to the airport.
The next serial saw one of the Austrian Cadets
tasked with navigating the company to Carnagh Rifle
Range, Co Roscommon for a full-mechanised replen.
This task was completed on time and saw the crew’s
rotate and all fleet management issues resolved.
The most critical issue when dealing with any
aspect of mechanised operations is vehicle maintenance, which crew and troops must equally attend to.
This lesson was certainly learned with only one
Mowag taken off the exercise and the integrity of the
fleet maintained. It took six hours to rotate the fleet
through the replen with the refuelling of vehicles
taken place in Custume Bks.
With the replen completed, the Company
Commander issued orders for a move at night to
Lynch Camp, Kilworth, near the Galtee mountains
where his company would prepare for a Snatch
(Capture) operation against the leaders of a separatist movement in the area.
Arriving in Kilworth at 0100hrs, June 4th Capt
Murphy following a situational update provided by EU
Force’s Recce and CIMIC elements operating in the
area amended his plan.
With the location of the separatists confirmed at
Kilcoran, the company moved quickly in force and
took the separatist leaders into custody, handing
them over to the local police.
The company returned to Lynch Camp for breakfast at 0800hrs before a move back to the DFTC.
During the entire exercise the students and troops
averaged nine hours sleep over four days.
The final part of the exercise focused on the afteroperational handover and servicing of the APCs and
this was one of the most important aspects to mechanised operations that the students carried out. As
future commanders it was vital they knew what was
required to keep an APC Company on the road.
The exercise provided all involved with challenging serials and highlighted the huge reliance on the
logistical chain when operating a mechanised
infantry unit.
The exercise provided all involved with challenging serials and highlighted the operating of a mechanised infantry unit has a huge reliance on the logistical chain.
Environmentally, the use of the logistical cycle to
deploy the sanitation facilities ahead of each serial
and the provision of a damage repair party to fill in
any area dug up or liaise with locals whose areas we
would traverse was in the main very successful.
All the civilians encountered (school children of
North Mayo and farmers in the Galtees) were briefed
by the students on the exercise and were all extremely positive about the employment of the Mowag APCs
in their area.
The training and qualifying of army officers in
APC operations, requires a major element of cooperation and flexibility from the entire Defence Forces.
This is key to the success of future exercises and
operations overseas. Planning is well underway for
Ex Capstone 2010 and hopefully it will not include a
bank holiday weekend anywhere in its schedule!■
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pl Colin Robinson joined the Defence Forces in
1998 and underwent recruit training in
Gormanston, a short hop from his homestead in
Laytown, Co Meath. Following his training Colin
was posted to Sp Coy, 5 Inf Bn, McKee Bks. In 2002
he completed his Potential NCO course, and followed
this up with a Recce Commanders course. Being very
interested in fitness, Colin also completed a Physical
Training Instructor (PTI) course and is now employed
in the Gymnasium in McKee Bks where he conducts a
variety of classes and circuits, assists the BPEO in
conducting annual fitness testing and develops individual training programmes for soldiers on specific
training regimes.
Colin also has had a long sporting career, mainly
as a runner, a sport in which he has won All-Ireland
medals and competed in the CISM cross-country
events in Florida, Poland and Luxembourg at elite levels. He has also been a regular competitor in the
annual An Cosantóir 10k in which he achieved a personal best of 30’:53’ in the 2002 race.
Then, in March 2005, while competing in an allArmy orienteering event, he broke three metatarsal
bones in his foot. The injury not only seriously damaged a prosperous running career but prevented him
from travelling to Kosovo with 30 Inf Gp. Both Colin
and his wife Karen had been selected to travel with
the unit and had been due to fly out three weeks after
Colin’s injury.
With Karen heading overseas, Colin was determined to keep himself occupied. As running was not
an option for the foreseeable future he decided to try
his hand at cycling: a fateful decision as it turned out
as Colin quickly grew to love the sport.

C
yer

BIKE
In this article Sgt Rena Kennedy talks to Cpl Colin
Robinson (5 Inf Bn), who has caused some ripples in the
Irish cycling pond with his recent performance in the
FBD Rás, a performance even more striking given that
he only turned to the sport three years ago following an
injury that prevented him from taking part in his
favourite sport of running.
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to concentrate
on cycling for
the following
season, a decision which saw
winning the
polka-dot jersey as King of
the Mountains
in the Tour of
Newry race, in
which he also
held the yellow
jersey up until
the last 400m
of the race
when he was
just pipped
into second
place.
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In 2006, he joined the Stamullen-based Meath
Martin Donnelly Cycling Club, managed by Gabriel
and Kay Howard. He started racing in Category C
and a year later moved up to Category B. Back running at this stage, Colin found that the cycling also
helped to improve his running. His development in
both sports enabled him to move into another sporting field as he competed in Ironman UK in 2006 and
Ironman Nice in 2007.
After that Colin decided to concentrate on
cycling for the following season, a decision which
saw him winning the polka-dot jersey as King of the
Mountains in the Tour of Newry race, in which he
also held the yellow jersey up until the last 400m of
the race when he was just pipped into second place.
Within a week of the stage race in Newry Colin
got his Category A licence and immediately got
down to business training with fellow members of
the Meath Marting Donnelly team for Ireland’s premier cycling event, the FBD Rás.
The annual FBD Rás, which basically covers the
perimeter of the country, consists of a gruelling
eight days of top-level cycling. Competitors cover
over 100 miles per day at speeds averaging between
24-30mph. A high level of concentration is required
for a cyclist to maintain his, or her, position within
the peleton (the main group of cyclists who travel
together over long distances as a single group to
conserve energy). ‘It’s hard enough to keep in the
peleton,’ Colin says, ‘but then you have to
attempt to break away from the shelter of the pack
if you want to become one of the small group to

June-July 2009

win a stage or take one of the jerseys.’
The jerseys Colin is talking about include: Yellow
(overall race winner), Pink (King of the Mountains),
White (best young rider, under-23), Green (best sprinter), Blue (best county). It is difficult to hold any of
these jerseys for a single day, let alone hold them
throughout the race.
Colin trained like a demon for his Rás debut in 2008
but in one of those dramatic turns of fate that seem to
be common to all sports everything fell apart for the
young soldier right at the very start of the race. At the
end of the countdown to the start, a loud report like the
sound of a starting pistol rang out, but it wasn’t the
starter’s gun but the sound of Colin’s back tyre blowing-out as he hammered down on the pedals. As the
peleton disappeared down the road a frustrated Colin
Robinson could only watch, knowing he would be
cycling alone for the next 90 miles, and wondering how
it had all gone so horribly wrong.
A year later, on May 17th, Colin once more sat on
his bike awaiting the first stage of the FBD Rás 2009.
Thankfully, Colin got away without a hitch and set off
with the peleton on the 125km journey from Kilcullen,
Co Kildare, to Wexford, the shortest stage of the eightday race. Thankfully this year, Colin left the start line
without a hitch. After about 25kms three riders,
Andrew McQuaid, John Dempsey and Colin, broke
clear of the peleton and were already 30 seconds
ahead of the chasing pack as they went through
Castledermot. Shortly after, one of the leaders fell
away leaving only Colin and John Dempsey to battle it
out for the day’s King of the Mountains jersey at
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given that he was a full-time soldier and part-time
cyclist compared to many of the Rás competitors who
were professional cyclists. That an amateur cyclist,
who had only taken up the sport three years previously, could make it to the podium at the biggest cycle
race in the country, and one that attracts professional
and top amateur cyclists from all over the world,
makes a great story. Colin, in typical modest fashion,
puts his success down to his sponsorship from the
Martin Donnelly club and the support he received
from the Stamullen outfit’s officials and fellow
cyclists. Also, the support he received from his family, friends and Defence Forces colleagues throughout
the year and particularly during his preparations for
Rás 2009.
For Colin the remainder of the FBD Rás proved to
be both mentally and physically tough. On the fourth
and fifth stages he was suffering with a high fever and
gastroenteritis, a bug that knocked almost 20 cyclists
out of the race (due, it was believed, to the dirt on the
wet roads splashing onto the drinking areas of their
water bottles). He also survived four of the frequent
freak crashes that go with tiredness and loss of conAbove:
Knocknacree, the only climb of the day.
centration, with only minor scratches. However, he got
Colin (centre) with his club – The
After a tough battle Colin came out on top and
through it all and crossed the finish line in Skerries
Martin Donnelly Club.
claimed the polka-dot jersey that evening. Following
strong and uninjured, which was a triumph in itself.
Right:
his win, a delighted Colin later said, in an interview
Colin is now looking forward to the next CISM
Colin accepting the “King of the with RTÉÉ, ‘I was Lanterne Rouge (last overall) last
event, which will take place in Clonmel this year. ‘My
Hill” jersey during the FBD Rás. year on my first Rás, but I’m more experienced and
first task,’ he told me, ‘is to make sure I maintain my
Below: The pack heading towards stronger now. Today, the goal was to go for the King of form and ensure I get selected for the team.’ Given
the Mountains and things worked out well.’
his performance in the FBD Rás I can’t see Colin
Wexford with the Blackstairs
Colin’s achievement was incredible achievement
Mountains in the distance.
having too much trouble on that score.■
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Symbolism has always been an important
element of human culture. Flags, uniforms,
national emblems, all contribute to our
nation’s sense of identity. Ireland’s
sovereign seal, the Harp is a very
important example of such symbols.
Armn Michael Whelan MA, Curator,
Air Corps Museum and Heritage
Project, tells us something of
what the harp represents...

Ireland’s
Sovereign Sea
22
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ince joining the European Union, Ireland has
changed economically, culturally and politically.
These changes were made possible through the
actions of democratically elected governments of
a free and sovereign Irish republic.
In the EU, where the countries of Europe are
brought together under a common parliament, it is
important that the sovereign symbols of each state
are elevated, acknowledged and most importantly,
understood.
Today, Ireland’s Sovereign Seal, the harp is used in
one form or another on a daily basis by Irish citizens
and it is part and parcel of who we are both at home
and abroad. The Irish Euro coins in our pockets, our
driving license and passport have the harp on them.
Nearly all government departments/agencies use the
harp on official documents, websites, signage and it
is even on the tail of the Government jet.
In ancient times, the harp was common in numerous civilisations and was also referred to as the
Psaltery, a stringed musical instrument. In early
Christian ceremony, the Book of Psalms became
known as the Psalter, due to the psalms often being
sung accompanied by the psaltery.
The harp origins as a symbol of our Irishness can
be traced back to the 11th century High King, Brian
Boru, who is reputed to have played the harp and
throughout our Celtic folklore, were the King’s harpist
was instrumental in creating a kind of propaganda,
writing song and airs about the greatness for his tribe
and master.
With Ireland subsequently conquered by the
English, their Kings and Queens took the harp and
incorporated it into their coat of arms and currency,
with King Henry VIII putting the harp on his coinage.
Still today, the harp is on the British Royal family
standard as they continue to rule over Northern
Ireland. Both the Police Service of Northern Ireland
(PSNI) and the Royal Irish Regiment still have the
harp on their cap badges.
In 1922, after securing our independence through
armed struggle, the fledging Free State quickly
embraced the harp as the official sovereign symbol of
our nation. In fact, prior to the Tricolour becoming our
National Flag, a golden harp on a green flag was
widely used by various Irish Revolutionaries throughout the 18th and 19th Centuries as a rallying standard.

S
The Presidential Seal.

Button, showing the harp,
from the uniform of an
Irish soldier c. 1960s.

The Department
of Defence harp
logo.

Seal

The official harp then and
still in use today in its various forms is based on the
Brian Boru Harp (c.14th or
15th centuries) on exhibit
in Trinity College Dublin.

Other harps and their variations are used by the
following national and state agencies:
• The GAA medal (five strings).
• An Garda Síochána (seven strings).
• Óglaigh na hÉireann - Defence Forces (eight
strings).
• Irish passports and Henry VIII’s coat of arms (nine
strings).
• The Law Courts (thirteen strings). It is a symbol
of Brehon Law and Judas’ betrayal of Christ and it
was changed from twelve to thirteen during the
Civil War.
• Old Irish coinage and notes (fourteen strings).

HERITAGE
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The harp as a symbol is
steeped with meaning in its
own right. It is said to be a
key to the Ogham
alphabet/language and
legend has it that Moses
transcribed the Ten
Commandments and the
covenant between man
and God in Ogham.
The harp’s strings represent the arts (music and
writing), mathematics, commerce and lines of longitude and latitude (depicting exploration of the world).
The twelve strings on the harp represents the lines
of meridian, writing, the Ogham alphabet, streets and
towns.
The harp incorporates a ship’s compass,
the horizon, the moon and geometry, represented by a triangle and parallel lines.
The triangle formed also stands for
the sun, moon and earth, the Trinity
plus mathematics and physics.
On top of the harp is the Sun
Ship, which represents rays of the
sun, crops and food. On the righthand side, is the Sound/Sun Box,
representing Newgrange, the telescope, crystals, the prism and the
lens.
At the very bottom of the harp is a
small circle, the Threaded Eye, which
stands for science, Man’s intellect and
the hook and scales of justice.
To the left is a curved form almost in the shape of
a bow, which if placed flat on its side looks like a
ship’s keel. This represents Noah’s Ark and Man’s
salvation, navigation, Man travelling the seas and the
edge of the world.
When the harp is turned upside down the straight
line through the Sound Box represents a telescope
pointing from Newgrange on the Winter Solstice,
towards the constellation Orion.

The harp became the Great Seal of the Irish Free
State, featuring on the Presidential Standard and
Seal as well as on the Seal of Dáil Éireann, symbolisFor nearly a thousand
ing the power of the Irish people invested in the
Oireachtas.
years, the Irish harp has
Apart from it’s official usage, the harp found its
played a significant role
way into the economic fabric of Ireland adopted as a
logo or seal to schools, colleges and commercial busi- as a symbol of who we are
nesses. Apart from the Irish euro coinage, the harp is
as a people and as a
used by the famous Guinness Brewery (in the
reserve) and by the Irish airline, Ryanair.
sovereign nation.
The official harp has twelve strings, representing
Even in the Defence Forces today, the harp can be
the Western/Judaeo/Christian ordering of society (the
found on Army dress uniform buttons, between the
twelve Apostles, the twelve tribes of Israel, twelve
letters ‘I.V.’ (Irish Volunteers), which means that our
months of the year, twelve inches to the foot and
soldiers actually wear the sovereign seal.■
twelve to the dozen).
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On March 15th
2009, EUFOR
Tchad/RCA
officially handed
over to the
UN mission
MINURCAT.
In this article
Brig Gen JP
Ganascia (Force
Commander
EUFOR
Tchad/RCA)
reflects on a
very busy yet
satisfying
12 months of
operations.
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uthorised on September 25th 2007 by United
Nations Security Resolution 1778 (2007) and formally established on October 15th 2007 by the EU
Council Joint Action 2007/677/CFSP, EUFOR
Tchad-RCA declared initial operational capability on
March 15th 2008.
Acting for a period of one year from that date, its
3,200 soldiers from 26 European countries (including
non-EU member-states Albania, Croatia and Russia)
were given the difficult task of contributing to improve
security conditions in Eastern Chad and North-eastern Central African Republic, two regions deeply
affected by the Darfur conflict and its consequences.
Well over 240,000 Sudanese refugees and 160,000
Chadian internally displaced persons (IDPs) had
relocated to camps and sites in this remote and
impoverished area, about the size of Great Britain,
where non-governmental organisations (NGOs) and
UN agencies had dispatched a massive relief effort
for years.
As a result of the continuing humanitarian crisis,
EUFOR’s mandate was threefold: contributing to the
protection of endangered civilians, in particular
refugees and IDPs, facilitating the delivery of humanitarian aid and the free movement of humanitarian
staff, and finally contributing to the protection and
the freedom of movement of United
Nations personnel.
Conceived as the military arm of
a larger multilateral security and
relief effort, EUFOR was mandated to work hand in hand with
the UN Mission in Central
African Republic and Chad
(MINURCAT) also authorised
by UN Security Council
Resolution 1778. This mission was
tasked, mainly, with the vetting and
training of a new Chadian securi-

A

Brig Gen JP Ganascia.

CHAD/RCA

MISSION
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humanitarian community. By providing weekly information about its convoys and detailed digests about
the security situation, it gave them the option to benefit from EUFOR’s security umbrella along the roads
of eastern Chad. In Sam Ouandja, Central African
Republic, a rescue operation was carried out to
extract nine endangered humanitarian workers.
As the Chadian policing component trained by
MINURCAT was dispatched in Eastern Chad, the
multidimensional approach envisioned in UN Security
Resolution 1778 could be fully implemented:
MINURCAT’s deployment in the East took place
under EUFOR protection and EUFOR and MINURCAT jointly devised and drilled security exercises for
the benefit of the population and the humanitarian
workers. Finally, as IDPs started returning to their
areas of origin, EUFOR maintained a focus on securing these regions, often the most affected by earlier
conflict and where the European Commission supported development projects.

OVERSEAS
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Comprehensive Response
By providing comfort to endangered populations, by
showing openness and respect to the humanitarian
community, by covering areas where a particular
development effort was made for the benefit of
ty component – later known as Détachment Intégré
returning displaced persons and finally by devising
de Sécurité (DIS) - aimed to provide security within
coordinated security responses with MINURCAT,
the refugee camps and IDPs sites and in the main
EUFOR successfully sketched out - within its onetownships used as logistics bases by humanitarian
year time limit - a model of bridging with a UN peace
organisations.
operation and illustrated the capacity of the European
Union to apply a truly comprehensive approach in
Thrust-based Interactions
response to complex crisis situations. With a distinctIn an environment that had been destabilised by
ly wide footprint, EUFOR, a military operation, set the
recurrent rebel attacks shortly prior to the arrival of
stage for the wider, longer-term international involveits troops, EUFOR strictly kept to its mandate of con- ment envisioned by Resolution 1778, including inter
tributing to the protection of refugees, IDPs, the
alia, the deployment of a full-fledged civil and military
broader population of the East and to the security of
UN operation from March 15th 2009.
United Nations and humanitarian personnel in its
During the course of its one-year mandate, EUFOR
area of operations.
provided wide area security and facilitated the return
Covering over 500 villages through countless long of a feeling of security throughout the region where it
distance patrols, reaching the most remote populaoperated. The multidimensional effort now underway
tions and building trust with them, the European sol- under the helm of our colleagues of the United
diers produced a compendium of detailed security
Nations is expected to build upon this existing sense
information relevant to the immense and largely
of improvement and to restore lasting confidence
unchartered territory of Eastern Chad and Northamong the inhabitants of this troubled area, while
Eastern Central African Republic. Establishing a trust solutions are being sought at wider, regional scale.■
based interaction with the population and its United
Nations and humanitarian partners, EUFOR identified Abou t t he Au t hor
with growing accuracy violence-affected ‘grey zones’ Brig Gen JP Ganascia (France) is currently Deputy
Commander, French Joint Force and Training Headquarters.
where it concentrated its deterrent effort.
With a military engineering background, Brig Gen Ganascia
In its three most significant operations, in May, July has served with Parachute and Foreign Legion Units and he
and November-December 2008, EUFOR troops directly commanded a Foreign Legion Engineer Regiment. He has
prevented imminent attacks against local villages.
also served internationally in Lebanon, Kosovo and Bosnia.
Fed by small arms proliferation, impunity and
This articles first appeared in Impetus (Issue 7 –216
inter-communal conflict, the criminal
Spring/Summer 2009) Bulletin of the EU Military Staff
threat to the population and to humaniand has been reproduced with kind permission from
tarian workers required the multidimenthe EUMS.
sional response announced by
Resolution 1778. Providing a strong military presence across the area, EUFOR
was thus able to reduce threats to the population whilst setting the stage for the
broader policing effort carried out by MINURCAT with the cooperation of a dedicated Chadian body, CONAFIT.
Security Umbrella
In parallel, by keeping to
its strict military tasks,
EUFOR was able to
frame a constructive
dialogue with the
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1950s
Many critics agree that the 1950s produced some of
the film industry’s finest war films. Britain produced
some magnificent films, notably: Malta Story (1953),
Cockleshell Heroes (1953), The Cruel Sea (1953), The
Dam Busters (1954), The Battle of the River Plate (1956),
Reach for the Sky (1956), Private’s Progress (1956 comedy), Ill Met by Moonlight (1957), I Was Monty’s Double
(1958), Dunkirk (1958), Ice Cold in Alex (1958) and Sink
the Bismarck (1959).
Hollywood also produced a huge number of war
films including: The Desert Fox (1951) The Desert Rats
(1953) From Here to Eternity (1953) The Caine Mutiny
(1954) Battle Cry (1955) To Hell and Back (1955) Paths of
Glory (1957, in my view one of the finest American war
films) The Naked and the Dead (1958) The Young Lions
(1958) Run Silent Run Deep (1958) Pork Chop Hill
(1959).
A popular product of the1950s/60s was the POW
film. The British were very good at producing a string
of box office successes, notably: The Wooden Horse
(1950) Albert RN (1953) The Colditz Story (1955) The
One That Got Away (1957) and one of the most famous
of all, Bridge on the River Kwai (1957).

successfully brought together many of the great
British actors of the time and matched them up with
Hollywood’s Steve McQueen, James Garner, and
Charles Bronson.

1970s and 80s
The relative decline in the popularity of the war film
over the next two decades could be partly attributed
to the trauma caused to the US by the prolonged,
highly televised, and highly unpopular Vietnam War.
Few films were made but when they were, they were
worth waiting for with films like Tora! Tora! Tora! (1970)
and Too Late the Hero (1970), which combined British
and American actors in a familiar theme of a patrol
behind enemy lines and the challenge of leadership.
MASH (1970), an anti-war satire set in a mobile field
hospital, mixed realism with black comedy and discarded theatrical monologue in favour of more natural
speech. The highly successful MASH TV series
played for many years and now has a new generation
of fans.
Patton (1970), in which a WWII US general was
brilliantly portrayed by George C Scott was the first
of a number of military biographical movies.
Kelly’s Heroes (1970), from the same director as
Where Eagles Dare, saw Clint Eastwood, Telly Savalas
1960s
and their platoon daringly robbing a bank behind
The 1960s began with some blockbusters, usually
featuring an all-star cast mixing the best actors from enemy lines.
In The Eagle Has Landed (1976) Michael Caine plays
both sides of the Atlantic. Among the best films of
a German officer leading a small group of paratroopthe decade were Tunes of Glory (1960), The Guns of
ers who infiltrate England with the aim of capturing
Naverone (1961), The Long and the Short and the Tall
Winston Churchill.
(1961), The Longest Day (1962), Lawrence of Arabia
Other films included A Bridge too Far (1977), in my
(1962), Dr Strangelove (1963 comedy), Seven Days in
May (1963), Guns at Batasi (1964), 633 Squadron (1964), opinion the finest war film ever made, and Force 10
from Naverone (1978).
Battle of the Bulge (1965), Von Ryan’s Express (1965),
By the end of the decade America was ready for
The Bedford Incident (1965), The Train (1965), The Dirty
Dozen (1967), Where Eagles Dare (1968), Anzio (1968), films on Vietnam. The Boys of Company C (1977) follow a US marine platoon through their recruit training
The Devil’s Brigade (1968). The Green Berets (1968
and on to Vietnam. (R Lee Ermey plays a sadistic drill
John Wayne’s major picture on the conflict in
Vietnam), The Bridge at Remagen (1969) and Battle of instructor, a role he would later play to great effect in
Stanley Kubrick’s Full Metal Jacket). Other acclaimed
Britain (1969).
films were The Deer Hunter (1978) and Apocalypse
In this decade Hollywood also created the last
word in POW films, The Great Escape (1962). This film Now (1979).
The 1980s began with some excellent war movies
such as The Big Red One (1980), Das Boot (1981) and
Gallipoli (1981). These were followed by Stripes (1981
comedy), which saw Bill Murray and Harold Ramis
join the army with hilarious results and Taps (1981), a
compelling drama that introduced many up-and-coming Hollywood stars. On the news of the closure of his
military school a Cadet Major, played by Timothy
Hutton, leads a revolt, assisted by a young Tom
Cruise, with tragic circumstances. George C Scott
plays the school commandant in this thought-provoking film that questions the values and morals in modern society.
In First Blood (1982), although not strictly a war
film, ex-Green Beret John Rambo (Sylvester Stallone)
is having difficulty settling back into civilian life and
unleashes terror on a small town when he is arrested

In the second of his two articles
on the war movie genre, Capt John
Murphy (33 Res Inf Bn) takes up
the story in the genre’s heyday,
the 1950s, and moves on through
the decades up to the present.
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for vagrancy. Responding to
harassment by his captors with
sudden ferocity, he escapes
and begins a one-man war. First
Blood is the start of the
‘Rambo’ series, which at the
time of writing is up to four
movies. Heartbreak Ridge
(1986), produced and directed
by Clint Eastwood, deals with
the common topic of basic
training and culminates with
the US invasion of Grenada.
In the latter part of the
decade the Vietnam War arrived
back with a vengeance with some top-class movies.
Winner of four Academy awards, Platoon (1986) presents Charlie Sheen as a young naive American who
upon his arrival in Vietnam quickly discovers that he
must not only do battle with the Viet Cong but also
with his own fear, physical exhaustion and intense
anger. Kubrick’s Full Metal Jacket (1987) is a brilliant tale about the dehumanising process that turns
people into trained
killers. The action is savage, the story unsparing,
and the dialogue is spiked
with scathing humour.
Good Morning Vietnam
(1987) has Robin Williams at
his comedic best in a true
story about a US army DJ in
Vietnam. Hamburger Hill
(1987), also based on a true
story, touches on many of the
issues raised by war and contains very realistic combat
scenes. In Born on the Fourth of July (1989) Tom
Cruise powerfully plays a disabled ex-serviceman as
he readjusts to civilian life and begins a campaign for
an end to the war in Vietnam.
The 1990s-2000s
The war films of the last two
decades happily embraced
new technology and special
effects and this led to the
production of some of the
biggest films of the genre, in
both quality and quantity.
Memphis Belle (1990) follows
a US air crew during WWII
as they fly their B-17 bomber
on raids over Germany. In
Schindler’s List (1993) Liam
Neeson stars as the real
life Oskar Schindler in a film that looks at life
in Nazi Germany and one man’s determination to
make a difference. GI Jane (1997) sees Demi Moore

playing a US Naval officer selected for SEAL training.
Saving Private Ryan (1997), which returned to the
topic of WWII and was voted as Best War Film by
Channel 4 viewers, is characterised by a strong story
line, attention to detail and special effects. The Thin
Red Line (1998) stayed with WWII, although this time
in the Pacific in Guadalcanal.
One of the first post-Gulf War movies was the
satirical Three Kings (1999) starring George Clooney.
Rules of Engagement (2000) is a courtroom drama,
interspersed with flashbacks, in which Col Hayes
Hodges (Tommy Lee Jones) defends Col Terry
Childers (Samuel L Jackson), who is charged with
ordering his troops to fire on unarmed civilians in
Yemen during a civil disturbance, in contravention of
the US Army’s rules of engagement.
The following year (2001) saw a rash of WWII
movies, including Pearl Harbor, Enigma, Captain
Corelli’s Mandolin, Enemy at the Gates, and Charlotte
Gray, a behind-the-lines spy drama.
In the same year Jerry Bruckheimer’s Black Haw k
Down was released, based on a real incident where a
downed US helicopter crew in Somalia are rescued
from hostile forces. Mel Gibson’s film of the same
year, We Were Soldiers, is another fact-based film
which deals with a US unit’s struggle for survival in
the first major US/Viet Cong battles of the Vietnam
War, which took place in the Ia Drang Valley. The special effects and battle scenes in Mel Gibson’s film
are on a par with those of Saving Private Ryan.
Jarhead (2005) revisits the First Gulf War of 1991. It
follows the familiar theme of training for war but also
sharply portrays the discomfort of the troops as they
sit in Kuwait waiting for the conflict to begin.
In 2006 Clint Eastwood returned to the theme of
WWII with two major fact-based films, Flags of Our
Fathers, and Letters from Iwo Jima.
From the early days of the industry many reels of
film have been devoted to the subject of war and the
subject seems to show no sign of losing people’s
interest. Indeed, the opposite appears to be the case
given the amount of war documentaries on television, and on satellite there is now a dedicated
Military Channel. Also, a large number of computer
games with a war theme have introduced younger
generations to the genre. It appears that as long as
there is conflict in the world the war film genre will
continue to thrive. ■
Abou t t he au t hor
Capt John Murphy (33 Res Inf Bn) lives in Tullow, Co
Carlow. He is a printer by trade and during his time in the
PDF he worked in the Curragh Bulletin Office, in Ceannt
Bks. John has been collecting films for about 15 years, with
a particular interest in war films, of which he has 250. He is
also a keen video maker. John is always on the lookout for
some of the rarer war films and he hopes that through this
article other similarly interested persons may help him to
add to his collection by letting him know about their own
favourites.
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t the time that Europe was lurching towards war
the situation in Ireland was already tense over
the issue of Home Rule. On one side, the Ulster
Volunteer Force (UVF) were determined to prevent its implementation, while on the other side the
Irish Volunteers were determined to defend its introduction. Such was the implacable opposition of each
side to the other that it was starting to look as
though there would soon be civil war in Ireland.
However, the advent of the First World War in August
1914 changed things dramatically.
Both sides in the Home Rule dispute saw the war
as a chance to prove to Britain that they were faithful
subjects by standing with Britain in her hour of need.
John Redmond, leader of the pro-Home Rule Irish
Parliamentary Party, urged his supporters and members of the Irish Volunteers to enlist in the British
Army, while his unionist counterpart, Edward
Carson, advised UVF members to do the same.
For Athlone man Michael Curley, as a former
lance-sergeant in the Connaught Rangers the choice
to re-join the army was made for him. Still a member
of the active reserve, of which he had renewed his
membership in November 1913; he was summoned
back to ‘the colours’ upon the outbreak of war. A
staunch supporter of Home Rule, Curley went willingly back to the army, leaving behind a wife and

PART II

A

Forgotten Volunte

The story of Michael Cur

Last month Pte Neil
Richardson (56 Res
Inf Bn) told us
about Michael
Curley’s life up to
the start of the
First World War,
including his service
with the Connaught
Rangers and his
subsequent contribution to the setting up of the Irish
Volunteer movement in Ireland in
1913. This month
Neil
takes up
??
Michael’s story at
the outbreak of war
in Europe…
28

young daughter as he agreed with Redmond that
Irishmen needed to make sacrifices for Britain in
order to gain Home Rule. Michael obviously took his
ideals very seriously. Evidently, so too did his five fellow ex-British Army soldiers on the committee of the
Midlands Volunteers (a council that only totalled nine
members), as when they were recalled to active service not one of them declined to go.
Michael, then 29 years old, rejoined his old regiment in Galway on August 5th 1914. Given his previous experience he was immediately promoted to full
sergeant and sent straight to England to join the 2nd
Battalion Connaught Rangers. A few days later, on
August 13th, his unit sailed to France aboard the SS
Herschell. Sgt Curley was soon at war.
The battalion marched quickly to Mons in
Belgium where they took part in the famous first
encounter between the BEF (British Expeditionary
Force) and the German Army. The British inflicted
5,000 casualties on the Germans, but even this was
not enough to secure a victory. With their French
allies withdrawing on their right flank, and with overwhelming numbers of enemy bearing down on them,
the BEF was forced to retreat. They were driven all the
way back to the River Marne, within sight of Paris,
before a concerted Allied push managed to drive the
Germans back. All along the River Aisne the Germans
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Above: Members of the
dug in and the horrors of trench warfare began.
Midlands Volunteer Force (MVF).
At the First Battle of Ypres - the first British
Bottom right: Pte Seán Malone,
a great great nephew of Michael
Curley continues the military
tradition.

nteer

l Curley
Michael Curley (2nd
from left) with members
of the MVF in Athlone.

attempt to break through the impenetrable line of
German trenches – the 2nd Connaught Rangers were
one of the units thrown into the fight. Again, the
British were outnumbered, five-to-one, and massacred
by their German enemy as Ypres was flattened by
shellfire all around them. While the Germans came on
in hordes, the British consistently pushed them back,
only to suffer horrendous German counterattacks.
When the winter snows finally called a halt to the battle, 58,000 men of the BEF had been killed or wounded.
Luckily, Michael Curley was not one of them.
Soon pulled out of Belgium, it was not until over a
year later that Michael Curley returned to a war zone,
only this time it was Mesopotamia (modern Iraq). In
January 1916, Sgt. Curley - now with 1st Connaught
Rangers – found himself marching north from Basra
as part of a rescue force for a British army that had
tried to capture Baghdad from the Turks the previous
winter. The campaign had failed and the British were
cut off and surrounded in the town of Kut-al-Amara.
Low on supplies and water, with many soldiers diseased and wounded, and with daytime temperatures
reaching 50°C, they had to be relieved before it was
too late. Several battles against the determined Turks
slowed the advance of the relief force and on one
occasion the Connaught Rangers were cut off during
an attack and had to spend the night in a circle formation, throwing grenades and firing rifles at shadows
approaching their lines.
A final attempt to reach the besieged army was
made on April 24th 1916 – the day the Easter Rising
began in Ireland. When this was repulsed the relief
mission was declared a failure and the 13,000 men
inside Kut-al-Amara became POWs (8,000 of these
didn’t survive the war). Soon after the failed operation
Michael Curley fell ill and was once again evacuated
from the field.
Michael once again returned to the fight in April
1917, joining 6th Connaught Rangers on the Western
Front. As he arrived at the Front plans were being
made to launch the Third Battle of Ypres. In June
Michael fought in the Battle of Messines Ridge, where
the 16th Irish Division, comprised of Irish nationalists,
fought alongside the 36th Ulster Division, comprised
of Ulster unionists.
Michael Curley’s war continued throughout the
summer until August 3rd 1917 at the Battle of Pilckem
Ridge when Michael’s luck finally ran out and he was
shot in the abdomen. He lingered on in great pain for a
short while before dying in the 32nd Casualty Clearing

Station at Brandhoek. On his last trip home to Ireland,
Michael and his wife had conceived their second
child, a daughter who Michael Curley would now never
see. He was 32 years old when he died and today his
remains lie in Brandhoek New Military Cemetery No 3.
Not only did Michael Curley not live to see his second daughter but neither did he get to see the fulfillment of the vision of a self-governing Ireland that
inspired him to help set up the earliest Irish Volunteer
movement in the country. He had answered the call to
fight in the First World War to secure Home Rule,
which was perceived by many as the first step
towards a fully independent Ireland, only to die in the
horror of the trenches. Of the six members of the original committee of the Midlands Volunteers who
rejoined the British Army when the war began only
Michael Curley didn’t make it home. Today he lies
buried in a Belgian grave, while in Athlone, and in
wider Ireland, his name is virtually unknown.
However, the tradition of soldiering started by
Michael Curley lives on in his family. One of my colleagues in HQ Coy, 56 Res Inf Bn is Pte Seán Malone,
Michael Curley’s great great nephew. We get to wear
the tricolour patch on our uniforms because men like
Michael Curley took the first
step towards defending
the goal of Irish selfdetermination. For
that reason, I am
currently
attempting to
get a memorial
to Michael
Curley erected in his
hometown of
Athlone. I
would greatly
appreciate the
support of
people from
Athlone and
from the rest of
the country and
especially from members of the Defence
Forces. Michael Curley was
there at the very beginning and helped to create the
movement that would go on to become the modern
Irish Defence Forces. For this reason alone, Michael
Curley deserves to be remembered instead of continuing to be Athlone’s ‘forgotten Volunteer’.■
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hen the 5 Inf Bn training plan for 2009 was being
drafted late last year, the CO, Lt Col Frank
Bolger, directed that a Battalion Commander’s
Challenge should take place in April, which
would take the form of an inter-company, section-level,
march-and-shoot competition, with an emphasis on
the performance of basic infantry tasks. He also
directed that the event, which would be staged in the
Gormanston Camp area, should test the participants’
navigation skills, physical endurance, decision-making, teamwork and marksmanship.
Using the CO’s instructions the event was devised
along the following lines. Teams would be of section
strength (two NCOs and seven privates) with each
paricipant carrying 30lbs in their battle vest and day
sack, in addition to his or her helmet and rifle. The
course was 5km long with five orienteering controls to
visit. Each section had to navigate the course only on
the bearings and distances given to them at the start of
the competition. (To make matters more interesting
there were different courses and dummy controls, so
following another team would be pointless.) All members of a section were to move together or the section
would be disqualified.
All teams were to finish on the Gormanston rifle
range, with their time for the march taken at the 300m
firing point as the last member of the section crossed
the line. Time penalties were applied for each navigation mistake made along the route.
When all teams had arrived on the firing point a
falling plates shoot was to be conducted, starting 25m
behind the 200m firing point. The time started from
when a team was given the signal to begin. Running to
the 200m firing point the team then engaged 10 plates,

W

The time started from when
a team was given the signal
to begin. Running to the
200m firing point the team
then engaged 10 plates, with
each soldier having five
rounds to expend.

In this article, Comdt Seán Murphy
(2i/c 5 Inf Bn) tells us about an
event that took place in April
aimed at enhancing the unit’s
basic soldiering skills and espirit
de corps.
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with each soldier having five rounds to expend. A
team’s time finished when either all the plates had
been knocked or the section’s ammunition had been
expended. In addition to the time taken for the shoot,
each team received a three-minute penalty for each
plate left standing, or 30 seconds reduced from their
time for every round handed back after all plates had
been dropped.
The challenge took place on April 24th and thankfully the Logs Officer had submitted his weather
requisition in plenty of time and while there was rain
over most of the country Gormanston remained completely dry! Eight sections (72 competitors) were
entered from the battalion’s various companies. The
first team crossed the start line at 1000hrs with the
remaining sections following at five-minute intervals. A variety of navigational and leadership styles
were displayed and an excellent effort was put in by
all as the sections navigated to the controls scattered around the airfield. While some teams made
very fast times they sacrificed navigational accuracy
and so were more heavily penalised than those who
had moved more steadily. This meant that there was
still all to play for during the shoot.
The different teams displayed some commendable
shooting and fire control skills, especially with the
pressure they were under given that a large part of

the battalion was watching the shoot and providing the
expected banter and usual gentle Dublin ‘slagging’.

Given the closeness of the
teams at the commencement of the section shoots,
all eyes were on the exercise control tent as the
various time penalties and
bonuses were posted on
the scoreboard.

TRAINING
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When the dust settled the ‘Alpha 3’ team from A
Coy emerged victorious and the triumphant section,
led by Cpl Mulready, were presented with a perpetual
trophy by Lt Col Bolger. After the prize-giving ceremony all present went for lunch in the Gormanston Camp
dining hall.
Overall the Battalion Commander’s Challenge
proved a very successful day for 5 Inf Bn, due to the
fine spirit and effort of all the competitors and the hard
work of the directing and the logs support staffs.■
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Orders. A section commander
briefs his team prior
to the start
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Images of Sarsfield
Barracks

The Irish Air Corps
– An Illustrated Guide

Authors: Denis Carroll, Michael Deegan, Stephen
Kelly and William Sheehan
Publisher: Nonsuch Publishing
ISBN: 9781845889389395
Price: €20

Authors: Joe Maxwell and Patrick J Cummins
ISBN: 9780956262400
Price: €35

Reviewed by Sgt David Nagle

There are few enough publications concerning aviation in the Defence Forces but this book provides a
wealth of material for the aviation enthusiast, historian and scale modeller. The book is intended to bring
to the public’s attention some little known historical
facets of the Air Corps, such as the use of gliders
during the 1930s, the use of amphibious aircraft during
the Emergency, the operation of iconic aircraft such
as the Spitfire and Hurricane, and the introduction of
the first jet, the de Havilland Vampire.
While the Air Corps can
trace its origins
back to 1922 it
remains one of the
smallest air arms
in Western Europe.
It has been
equipped with a wide
variety of aircraft
types over its 87-year
history and this 280page book provides an
account of every aircraft and helicopter
type operated by the Air
Corps, with a complete
history of each airframe,
each illustrated with
colour photos or high-quality colour profiles in the
case of older types for which only black and white
photos exist. Visually stunning, this definitive guide
sheds new light on an important aspect of Ireland’s
aviation heritage.
Copious use has been made of photographs from
private collections, the vast majority of which have
not been published previously, and this serves to
emphasise the great depth of research the authors
carried out.
For many years, the Air Corps was virtually the
sole source of piloting and technical skills for
Ireland’s commercial airlines and their excellent safety record can be traced back to the superb training
that their pilots and technicians received while serving with the Air Corps. The authors note that the highcalibre people who served, and continue to serve,
within its ranks are central to what makes the Air
Corps such a beneficial organisation to the state and
much of their story remains to be told.
It may be forgotten now but for more than 40 years the
Air Corps provided the state’ís search-and-rescue
service, resulting the saving of over 1,800 lives.
Nowadays, the Air Corps plays a largely unsung role
as providers of air ambulance facilities. The smaller
government jet, the Learjet 45, helicopters and even
the CASA maritime patrol aircraft have been used for
air ambulance missions.
If there is one book that should serve as a primer
on the subject of the Irish Air Corps, then this is it,
and I can highly recommend it.■

his book written by a quartet of military historians
and serving soldiers (Pte Denis Carroll, Sgts
Michael Deegan, Stephen Kelly and Cpl William
Sheehan) is a fine example on how barrack life
can be presented with the use of the appropriate photographs, sketches and text.
Sarsfield Bks (formerly New Barracks) is typical of
the many military installations, which the Free State
Army took over from the British in 1922. Then, like
today, these posts and more importantly the troops
stationed in them are part of the fabric of the local
community outside of the barracks’ walls.

T

The authors bring the reader on a journey spanning some 200 years from the first British Regiments,
to Anti-Treaty and then Pro-Treaty Forces to the now
current occupiers, the 12 Inf Bn.
Where the book succeeds is in its wide use of the
photographs and sketches showing mostly the somewhat mundane routines of barrack life of parades, ceremonies and drill, which all soldiers can still relate to,
even today!
Also covered is the traumatic Civil War period,
when Anti-Treaty Forces destroy large parts of the barracks before it was taken over by Pro-Treaty Forces.
From there, the book mainly accounts for the various
Defence Forces units that occupied the barracks.
Another period of interest is our first troop
deployment overseas to the Congo. Here you see
how the volunteering troops mustered in Sarsfield
Bks prior to their departure. A process that troops
heading to Chad, Kosovo and Bosnia today from
Sarsfield Bks still go through!
Images of Sarsfield Barracks is the type of book that
will appeal to the historian, to the families of serving
and former soldiers, but more importantly to the
young or potential soldier.
Proceeds from the sales will be donated to ONET
and used to fund the Barracks’ Military Museum.
*

*

*

*

Reviewed by Lt Col Kevin Byrne (ACHQ)
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Po st a l Add re ss Cha nge - K F O R
Dear Readers
With immediate effect. Please see below the new postal address
for Irish troops serving with Kosovo Force (KFOR).
No Rank Name
Irish Contingent in Kosovo
HQ KFOR
Pristina (KOS)
Feldpost
64298 Darmstadt
Germany
For your attention
Sgt David Nagle
Editor
An Cosantóir

R eque st for In form a t ion on
t he Ar t ille ry C orp s
Dear Editor
Could you insert the following please.
US author seeking information for book project on the Irish
Artillery Corps since 1922. Especially interested in photographs
of vintage artillery and information on history of individual
artillery batteries. Information must be unclassified and in no way
compromise operational security. If you have information, photographs, stories, or anecdotes that you care to provide, please contact me at raphaelriccio@msn.com, or via regular post to:
Ralph Riccio
527 Kennelwoods Drive
Elverson, PA 19520 (USA).
All inputs will be acknowledged as appropriate.
Kind regards
Ralph Riccio
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